editor's page

Passing the Baton

When you've spent two exciting years as the editor of the *Journal of Extension*, and when all your experiences have been big smiles, then I see no real need to look back. The *Journal* continues to carry out its stated objectives. The prominent position it occupies is due to its strong, integrated team approach. But it's the future, the next part of the program, that's important NOW.

Our new editor for the 1979-1981 period is Dr. Richard E. Young, evaluation specialist at Washington State University. Dick did his undergraduate and graduate work at Ohio State University. He has a rich 4-H background, serving first as a county 4-H Extension agent and later as associate state 4-H leader. Dick is no stranger to the *Journal*. He has co-authored two *Journal* articles, served four years on the Editorial Committee, and most recently, two years as a member of the Evaluation Committee.

There are a number of people I'd like to personally thank for their *Journal* involvement: Dr. William E. Lavery, president of VPI & SU, for his interest in seeing that the *Journal* was housed at the university; my Extension dean, Dr. Bill Van Dresser, who knew the value of the *Journal* and felt I could carry out the editorial responsibilities; Dr. Ann Thompson, president, and other members of the Board of Directors for their deep directional insights; members of the Editorial and Evaluation Committees and Research in Brief editors for their article critiques, contributions, and suggestions; and Barb Schutz, financial manager, Rick Crowley, editorial assistant, Mike McLain, treasurer, Maxine Ferris, Tools of the Trade editor, and Henrietta Van Maanen and Jim Johnson for their guest editorships of our theme issues.

A very special thanks to Colleen Schuh, assistant editor, for her invaluable help and weekly telephone conversations and Doris Damiani, my efficient secretary and Girl Friday, Thursday, and Monday, who somehow kept me straight.

Now, since I've just recently completed materials for a 4-H jogging project, let me conclude by simply saying I've reached that line where the spent runner passes the baton to the fresh team member. Congratulations, Dick, and may your *Journal* experiences be richly rewarding.
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